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Abstract 

This document identifies the requirements for the IoT platform developed in this project. It identifies 

security, privacy and trust requirements for a generic IoT data sharing platform and specific requirements of 

the use cases defined in deliverable 2.1. 
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Disclaimer 

This document contains material, which is the copyright of certain SMARTIE consortium parties, and may 

not be reproduced or copied without permission.  

The information contained in this document is the proprietary confidential information of the SMARTIE 

consortium and may not be disclosed except in accordance with the consortium agreement. 

The commercial use of any information contained in this document may require a license from the proprietor 

of that information. 

Neither the SMARTIE consortium as a whole, nor a certain party of the SMARTIE consortium warrant that 

the information contained in this document is capable of use, or that use of the information is free from risk, 

and accept no liability for loss or damage suffered by any person using this information. 

The information, documentation and figures available in this deliverable are written by the SMARTIE 

partners under EC co-financing (project number: 609062) and does not necessarily reflect the view of the 

European Commission. 
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Executive Summary 

The SMARTIE (Secure and sMArterciTIEs data management) project envisions the creation of a distributed 

framework for IoT based applications sharing large volumes of heterogeneous information. This framework 

is envisioned to enable end-to-end security and trust in information delivery for decision-making purposes 

following data owner’s privacy requirements. 

Based on the outcomes of D2.1 [1], this document identifies the requirements that will need to be addressed 

in order to guarantee a successful design of the architecture and its components. It starts by presenting the 

use cases specified in the previous deliverable (D2.1) that cover important areas of use of IoT in smart cities. 

From this perspective, the document presents a set of requirements facing the smart city environment. To 

obtain a better understanding, the general and the specific requirements of each use case will be analyzed in 

separate sections. 

Finally, the document also illustrates how the identified requirements relate to the SMARTIE scenarios and 

the methodology to obtain them. 
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1 Introduction 

The future of the internet will turn out to be an essential part of future society and will provide new 

information-based business. To achieve this it will be necessary to use the Internet of Things for large-scale 

and critical systems and this brings security and trust problems. 

The SMARTIE project appeared to address the security and privacy problems within the context of Smart 

Cities. The information collected from different devices must be communicated and stored in a secure way. 

Privacy-protection and restricted access control to the data are fundamental to convince data owners to share 

their private information. 

In order to achieve the project goals, new privacy, trust and reliability challenges were identified. Such 

challenges range from trust and quality-of-information in shared information models enabling re-using 

across many applications to the guarantee of secure exchange of data between IoT devices and consumers of 

their information. 

To produce an architecture that is capable of facing the mentioned challenges, either a top down or bottom 

up approach can be followed. The driving factors for the design are the problems being solved, implying that 

it must be based on a set of requirements. With a strong set of requirements, it is possible to idealize a 

solution that is able to take into account existing technologies and enhance them. 

The strength of the requirements depends on the underlining justification for each requirement, which in turn 

must be built on the specified use cases defined in SMARTIE project. These use cases are no more than well 

defined applications for a trusted sharing platform in a smart city environment, which will help to identify 

missing features on existing state-of-the-art technologies. 

Once the requirements are defined and understood, we will sketch the functional overview of the targeted 

SMARTIE architecture. Understanding the requirements allows us to determine the basic functions towards 

the overall solution, and permit a functional break down into manageable architectural modules. These 

modules support a pluggable architecture, where, when identified the particular technologies required to 

solve the identified requirements, it becomes a matter of re-using existing protocols and concepts, and 

integrating them into the architecture. The same is true for newly identified components and functionalities. 

1.1 Objectives 

The aim of this deliverable is to report the results of the task of identifying and gathering, security related, 

requirements for the IoT platform developed in this project. The main focus was on requirements concerning 

the security and privacy of the data, as well as the trustworthiness of the platform as a whole. Yet, also non-

functional requirements concerning the application scope and performance were considered. 

These requirements were ranked in order to identify the priority challenges that can be fulfilled within the 

scope and budget of this project. 

1.2 Methodology and Document Structure 

When considering where to focus the attention of the architecture, we decided to construct a document which 

focuses not on the existing technology, but rather on the existing gap in reaching our ideal goals. This 

document will draw on the state of the art analysis, already performed by the project, and identify 

fundamental objectives for the architecture, also guided by the project description of work. The gaps between 

what is there and where we want to go will provide us with the requirement blue prints on how to build our 

architecture and organize our work. 

The process of defining the requirements for a generic IoT data sharing platform did not start from scratch, 

this was a process which was already done within other projects like IoT-A [2]. Due to this, initially, it was a 

set of general requirements that had been already analyzed. Thereafter, by analyzing the set of use cases 

defined for this project, there were extracted and analyzed specific requirements for each one of them. 

Finally, the gathered general and specific requirements were analyzed together, refined and some of them 

were discarded. 

This document is divided in two main parts: 
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 Summary of the use cases chosen in the scope of this project [1]. 

 Identification and analysis of the requirements which will move us forward. 

In the analysis of the use cases, for each use case will be presented its brief description, its aim and 

motivation. Then in the analysis of the requirements, there will be described the global requirements and the 

requirements specific for each use case. Finally, for easier reference, the requirements will be expressed and 

formalized in a common manner in the Annex section. 

This document prepares the work on the SMARTIE platform architecture in terms of the specific directions 

which will be taken by Work Package 2 activities, and which will impact the technical development in Work 

Packages 3 and 4. 
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2 Use Case analysis 

2.1 Vision of a smart city information centre 

2.1.1 Use Case Description 

The goal of the smart city information centre use case is to show how different information about a city can 

be combined to provide an overview of what is going on in the city and to create synergies which enable 

completely new applications. Sensors and actuators originally deployed for specific purposes can be (re-) 

used by different applications. Also, combining different sources of information can lead to new insights. For 

example, information about the traffic situation may be highly relevant for public transport, unusual 

temperature values together with increased pollution may point to a fire, or an increased noise level in a 

certain area may be relevant for public safety, if it cannot be co-related with existing information, e.g. about 

a football game or a concert. 

2.1.2 Aim & Motivation 

An important aspect of this use case is that it combines information from a number of different stakeholders 

that have their own underlying systems. These have to be integrated into an overall system. Not all 

information available in the underlying (sub-)systems should be available to everybody due to privacy, 

security, and potentially also business reasons. The stakeholders and the city information centre need to 

agree how the data can be used and ideally support this by technical measures such as pre-processing the 

data before release (REQ 123). For example, the information about individual energy consumption or the 

location of a specific transport vehicle may be privacy- or business-relevant, whereas aggregated or 

processed information may be uncritical and can thus be shared.  

Also, some of the underlying systems may be rather large and distributed over a larger area, e.g. with 

different servers and gateways, which makes it impossible to process all information centrally. The original 

sensor information may be measured with a high frequency, leading to a large size, which could be a 

problem for low-bandwidth wireless networks, whereas the relevant processed information could be 

relatively small. Thus the topology of the underlying system and the characteristic of the data should be 

taken into account when deciding where to aggregate or process information. Thus, the optimization of 

processing flows is highly relevant in such a system (REQ132).  

As mentioned above, the processing flow optimization also has to take into account privacy and security 

constraints, e.g. processing should take place on a node trusted by the owner of the original information and 

the city information centre (REQ131). If the information has to be decrypted for the purpose of processing, 

the computing power should be appropriate for the operation and the respective key(s) need to be available. 

Taking into account the privacy and security constraints from the beginning helps in reducing the overall 

threats. 

In existing systems, the processing is either always done in a single backend – which is not suitable for a 

system of systems as is the case in a smart city – or it has to be deployed by hand, which is cumbersome and 

not very flexible in the face of changes. In SMARTIE we work on a system that optimizes the processing of 

information, looking at the complete flow of information. So based on information about the underlying 

system, including security and trust aspects, processing flows are planned and deployed – if important 

characteristics change a re-planning can be triggered, which may lead to a changed deployment. 

Whereas the protection of information may be important in the general case, it could be vital to be able to 

access this information in an emergency case. Thus context-aware access policies that enable authorized 

people to get access to information in a reliably detected emergency case should be supported (REQ 133). 

In order to enable the efficient re-use of existing information for new applications and in order to combine 

information from different sources, it is important to support the dynamic discovery (REQ36, REQ37) – if 

the sources are unknown to the application – and look-up (REQ38) of these sources – if the details of the 

source are unknown to the application . The found sources can then be used as part of the processing flows. 

Since a smart city information centre constitutes a system of systems as identified above, the discovery and 
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look-up functionality has to take this into account, e.g. using a hierarchical structure, where the discovery 

and look-up components of the underlying systems are registered with discovery and look-up component of 

the overall system. 

2.2 Smart Energy Management 

2.2.1 Use Case Description 

The goal of this use case is to provide a reference system able to manage intelligently the energy use of the 

most relevant contributor to the energy use at city level, i.e. buildings. In this sense, it is possible to identify 

different ecosystems compounding a city, for example residential neighbourhoods, schools, hospitals, 

campuses, etc. All these ecosystems can be seen as sets of buildings where people carry out different tasks 

every day. Therefore, considering buildings as the common cornerstone of all these city systems, we propose 

to deal with energy efficiency in buildings as main contributor to achieve energy efficient and sustainable 

cities. 

2.2.2 Aim & Motivation 

Achieving energy efficiency in buildings requires the interaction between a number of actors and entities 

providing energy monitoring and consumption feedback, using automation systems, sensors and actuators, 

and carrying out economic strategies to save energy. In order to cover such requirements at city level, it is 

necessary to provide a common platform which lets users be informed about energy use aspects as well as 

interact with the system to define specific strategies for saving energy or control their own devices integrated 

in the platform. Due to the platform including devices and data whose owners can be external agents to the 

platform owner, security requirements must be satisfied to ensure user privacy, trusted data sources, 

confidentiality or secured communication, among others. 

In the energy building management examples of the possible requesting data provided and related with the 

energy usage and management of the buildings infrastructures are: 

 In lighting monitoring/control: regulating light intensity depending on presence of people 

(presence sensors and RFID access control) and daylight (readings from lux meters). Services 

features: 

1. Light status (on/off/dimer) 

2. Light working mode (auto (based on sensors) / manual (forced light status)) 

3. Optional bidirectional communication to change light status, working mode and auto-mode 

 In HVAC monitoring/control: regulating HVAC depending on ambient parameters (indoor and 

outdoor temperature/humidity), presence of people, and window open/close sensors. Services 

features: 

1. Unit status (on/off) 

2. Set temperature 

3. Current temperature (read-only) 

4. Working mode (auto, heat, cool, dry, fan) 

5. Fan speed (auto, low, medium, high) 

6. Louvre status (swing, 0º, 30º, 60º, 90º) 

7. Other maintenance information (alarms, etc.) (read-only) 

8. Optional bidirectional communication to change all writable parameters 

 In access control management. Services features: 

1. Presence detection 

 In multimedia devices monitor/control. Services features: 
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1. Unit status (on/off) 

2. Optional bidirectional communication to change all writable parameters 

 In air quality monitoring. Services features: 

1. Sensor readings: indoor temperature and humidity, level of lighting. 

 In electrical consumption monitoring in some test areas. 

1. Information about voltage 

2. Information about current 

3. Information about active power 

4. Information about reactive power 

5. Information about energy usage 

While most of the data involved in this scenario is not directly identifying a concrete person, still privacy 

implications exist because the data is related to buildings and rooms where people live or work. In particular 

when access to a large amount of data is provided, privacy of persons and organisations can be 

compromised. Examples of critical data include presence of people in rooms, energy use, settings of HVAC 

components. For instance, presence and power use in offices reveals working times, personal habits or 

preferences of people. The working times and occupation of offices and meeting rooms could reveal details 

of the current business ongoing in a company. 

Other threats arise if data can also be manipulated. If sensor measurements are modified, this may lead to 

wrong control decisions. The effect can have a range from simply being uncomfortable, to incur cost by 

increasing energy consumption, but also seriously harm a company by destruction of devices, e.g. by heating 

a server room. 

Based on the possible interactions that can be carried out in this use case of the SMARTIE platform, the 

initial set of security /privacy issues to be considered are: 

 Access to the data of the sensor should be controlled based on access control and privacy rules, 

hence only certain services of the entity monitoring could read or act over them specially in the case 

the monitoring entity it is a third party (REQ34). 

 In general, the data exchange will require mechanisms including data protection and integrity during 

the transfer between the different parties (REQ13). 

 Scalable and secure management protocol which ensures verification and authentication of new 

sensors deployed, and allows the extension of the trust domain to new devices in the deployment 

environment (REQ77). 

 When data is provided to the platform and shared with third parties, the use of the data should 

remain with the owner disclosure policies (REQ123, REQ128). 

 Data exchange between entities needs to follow data minimization principles and allow traceability 

(REQ61). 

 User data information usage could be in some cases anonymous and in other cases it should include 

some control over the distribution of it (REQ19, REQ63). 

2.3 Public Transportation Scenario 

2.3.1 Use Case Description 

The aim of the smart public transportation use case is to improve the management of the public 

transportation /network in cities (through the pilot realisation in the City of Novi Sad). Initially the focus is 

on busses, but it would later extend to include various transport means, networks and operators. Thus, the use 

case promotes and encourages greater use of sustainable transport modes with time and cost benefits to 

travellers. Through deployment of the IoT Smart Transport Platform multiple benefits will be achieved not 

only for the public transport users (travellers), but also for the transport providers (operators), city traffic 

authorities, city transport managers, public transport operators, and other city authorities. In addition to 
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providing an efficient and cheap method for conveying information of interest to the platform users to 

enabling trip planning, promotion of tourism, smoother and safer services and a better traffic flow, the 

platform will ensure that all data transfer between smart phones, IoT devices and the back-end infrastructure 

as well as the data storage is conducted in a secured way and it will establish the access control policies for 

all entities (citizens and IoT devices) connecting to the back-end cloud platform. The privacy of users will 

also be ensured. 

2.3.2 Aim & Motivation 

Important aspects 

The development of the smart transport platform addresses the important aspects of security, trust, privacy, 

user anonymity and information protection. Through implementation of access control policies and dynamic 

adaptive encryption methods the highest levels of data security, protection and user privacy are to be ensured 

irrespective of available resources (e.g. battery power, bandwidth or processing power on used smart/IoT 

devices). 

The platform is being designed to collect the information from: 

 End Users (travellers) with their smart phones and required smart application which needs to be 

signed and checked (REQ70) in order  to avoid malware installation – information on current 

position/location (GPS on a smartphone), desired destination, route request, tourist landmarks of 

interest, bus acceleration (activity detection sensor on a smartphone) etc. 

 Fleet management devices (with GPS sensor) installed on buses – information on current position of 

buses on a specified route (REQ23). 

This information can then be used by the system which should be able to combine and extrapolate the 

important/required information for different stakeholders: 

 Travellers - on bus arrival times, estimated delays, total estimated time to destination based on a 

current traffic and recommended routes, information on tourist landmarks on the route (REQ25). The 

geographical parameters provided by the end user and the fleet management device are responsible 

for this information (REQ25). 

 Transport operators - real time information on traffic status and based on travellers demands the 

information useful for bus planning activities or tracking real against the planned arrival times. 

 City traffic authorities – real time dynamic information on traffic status in order to optimise the 

traffic light system and achieve a better flow and avoid traffic jams. 

 Transport managers – transport demands for certain routes and/or transport means (when multimodal 

transport available) in order to optimise the resources appropriately. 

 Police – any potential transport and traffic problems that can cause big delays and disruptions in 

order to ensure a safer transport. 

All this information is provided with the time stamps (REQ20) and it should be possible to discover devices 

and people close to the specific location in order to send them important information regarding the city 

transport (REQ68) 

Many data involved in the use case should be protected to guarantee confidentiality and integrity. The data 

might allow tracking of users or reveal their personal schedule. The transport operators are interested in 

keeping their detailed planning information confidential and need to protect personal information about their 

bus drivers and other employees. Collected and extrapolated information will not be available to everyone 

and it is important to establish the access control policies for different types of information. Information 

access will be granted or withhold depending on who requests it for which purpose, what is requested and 

what are the security permissions (REQ31).  

For example, the data generated by the fleet management devices are owned by the public transportation 

company and access to this data is highly restricted to authorised users only. Also, any unauthorised fleet 

management devices should be prevented from connecting to the system.  
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The information generated by travellers (citizens) on their location (determined by GPS sensor on their smart 

phones) as well as their travel plans is private and sensitive. It is to be saved within the cloud infrastructure 

but the access to this data should be restricted. Back-end secure data storage (using appropriate security 

algorithms) is to contain all the information related to the scenario (REQ84), including user accounts, buses 

routing, buses current locations, AR content, travellers routing which requires support of multimedia file 

formats (REQ94). The personal data on servers should be encrypted by a personal key in order to keep the 

private data confidential even in the case of server hacking (REQ81).  

All IoT devices and smartphones should be protected against tampering to avoid disclosing their 

cryptographic material (REQ80). Only uncompromised devices can provide assurance that the data provided 

is correct. All travellers (end users) and IoT devices (fleet management devices) need to be authorised in 

order to connect to the back-end cloud platform. Unless authorized through one or more access control 

policies, users will have no access to any functions/resources of the system. 

Any communication within the system should be secured using the appropriate methods which are adaptable 

to suit the specific layer of the system architectural stack. Communicated data should remain confidential to 

protect from data leakage and to guarantee privacy (REQ63). The users of the system (travellers) should be 

provided with the option for anonymity (REQ61) at the communication level. 

The applied security methods will depend on the type of information, the level of sensitivity, the urgency of 

processing, where the processing takes place (for e.g. is it on the powerful cloud back-end infrastructure or 

the less powerful mobile phones or highly resource restricted IoT devices with limited memory, CPU 

processing power and low bandwidth). 

Appropriate measures are to be applied to reduce/disable potential threats to the system through: 

 Secure data transfer between the device (fleet management device) and back-end infrastructure in 

encrypted format and access to information on public vehicles location to system users through 

access policy and privacy rules. The location data is stored in the trusted and secured storage. 

 Security and privacy on the server side for any information on Users’ routing stored on a cloud/DB. 

 Data privacy implementation that will be preventing and disabling other users to eavesdrop the travel 

plans of others. 

 Dynamic adaptation of security methods within the platform through implementation of lightweight 

encryption on devices to adapt to the available resources. Data processing need to take place on a 

node that is trusted by the owner of the original information (REQ131). The device identifier must 

not be tracked by unauthorised entities (REQ47). 

 Implementation of low complexity security algorithms on devices that consume a little power and 

are not affected by the limited power of devices. For example, the lightweight encryption is 

implemented on fleet management devices enabling secure CoAP protocol over HTTP (or UDP). 

Communication between smartphones and back-end server is performed using standard HTTPS. 

 Back-end is securely connected to the infrastructure of the local bus operator JGSP via associated 

web services using HTTPS. Back-end also provides a number of web applications using appropriate 

privacy rules and mechanisms. 

 Secured web portals (by appropriate privacy rules). 

It is important to have a system that will be adaptable to available resources as well as to the level of data 

sensitivity and then perform data processing and encryption accordingly. 

2.4 Traffic Management Scenario 

2.4.1 Use Case Description 

The aim of this use case is to use the SMARTIE platform and solutions to improve the traffic situation, 

information level of the road user and traffic safety by combining subsystems of existing traffic 

infrastructure like traffic measuring sensors, LED display units, traffic lights etc. to an overall system . This 

will enable the traffic management authorities to join different traffic data sources and actuators to improve 
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traffic flow and traffic safety in the relevant area. This will improve the efficiency of traffic infrastructure 

resources in case of emergency, congestions or other unexpected events. Furthermore (aggregated) traffic 

data can be shared with third parties connected to the SMARTIE platform and used for other new 

applications. Key issue is the secure transfer and storage of data between different subsystems, because of 

the critical impact of traffic management infrastructure to the traffic safety in an area. 

2.4.2 Aim & Motivation 

Implementing an IoT platform interconnecting different traffic management infrastructure subsystems 

introduces some important aspects of secure and safe communication, privacy, trust and information 

protection. Today there are several isolated subsystems with influence on traffic flow that must fulfil difficult 

boundary conditions. When interconnecting these subsystems via SMARTIE platform it is important to 

consider that the requirements of single subsystems are not violated by the overall system. Furthermore 

monitoring and controlling traffic infrastructure is a critical application with high potential of misuse. 

In the pilot realisation in the city of Frankfurt (Oder) possible data related to the traffic management use case 

are: 

Traffic detection data provided by radar sensors (record per vehicle): 

 timestamp 

 vehicle speed (km/h) 

 optional vehicle length value (for classifying vehicles in passenger car, truck etc.) 

 optional detection lane 

 maintenance information (solar power, battery state, connection state etc.) 

Vehicle detection data provided by Bluetooth sensors (record per detected device): 

 timestamp 

 hash of Bluetooth MAC of the detected device 

 maintenance information (solar power, battery state, connection state etc.) 

Vehicle detection data provided by photoelectric barrier (record per detected vehicle): 

 timestamp 

 detection state 

 maintenance information (solar power battery state, connection state etc.) 

Status & control data provided by LED message sign (record per 6 min or per content change): 

 ID of actual displayed content  

 set content ID to display 

 optional bidirectional communication to change content stored in particular content ID 

 location data 

 maintenance information (solar power, battery state, connection state, sign state etc.) 

Status & control data provided by traffic light control system (record per event): 

 emergency vehicle registration/De-registration event 

 direction of emergency vehicle 

 optional actual traffic light mode 

 optional bidirectional communication to change traffic light mode 

Processed traffic data provided by traffic management control system (record per request or per 

eligible time interval): 
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 optional traffic flow state on a certain route 

 optional travel time on a certain route 

 optional actual state of certain LED signs 

All these data provided to and processed in the SMARTIE platform must satisfy certain requirements which 

result from the following boundary conditions: 

1. The scenario includes several different stakeholders with different functions and interests: 

a. traffic management system operator, monitoring and maintaining the functionality of the 

traffic sensors and LED message signs 

b. traffic light system operator, managing and maintaining the functionality of the traffic 

lights 

c. local traffic surveillance administration, monitoring and controlling traffic flow in the city 

area and deciding about changes of traffic light circuits 

d. police, responsible for traffic safety and traffic regulation. Request traffic state information 

or monitoring facilities that influence traffic 

e. rescue forces, using emergency vehicle prioritization system at traffic lights and providing 

data to the platform 

f. city administration, bear political responsibility. Demand aggregated, historized data about 

traffic situation in the city area 

All these stakeholders will access the SMARTIE platform in a certain way, with different functional 

and legal responsibilities. This results in requirements for user- and access management for the 

platform. Users must be registered, authenticated and authorized before using the platform and all 

communicated data and notifications must remain confidential (REQ59, REQ60, REQ62, REQ63, 

REQ 104). Most of the data provided to the platform is not public. Therefore the data owners need to 

have control over the access policies for the data they provided (REQ34, REQ35). Furthermore the 

different users in this scenario are part of a political and/or legal hierarchy and should not be able to 

detect users or data they are not supposed to know about (REQ87). 

2. The traffic management infrastructure needs to be highly available. A failure of components or 

subsystems is not acceptable in most situations. Especially in the case of traffic detection there is an 

implicit need of a continuous connectivity of the devices (REQ15), which is permanently monitored. 

The integrity of the communication must be ensured (REQ13, REQ14), control messages must be 

confirmed (REQ16) and the platform must be resilient (REQ58) to ensure functionality all the time. 

3. All crucial activity within the system must be replicable. When devices or users influence traffic 

situations this has an impact on legal responsibilities. Therefore these processes must be documented 

within the system. All relevant actions have to be logged in a secure storage with a correct 

timestamp (REQ20, REQ84, REQ90). 

4. Different stakeholders will have different access rights to services or devices in the platform. (For 

example a member of the city administration is probably not interested in maintenance data of traffic 

sensors). Especially when influencing traffic via LED message signs or traffic lights it is really 

important, that the user or triggering service is authenticated and authorized by the system (REQ69, 

REQ77, REQ82, REQ83). The platform must provide mechanisms to manage access control and 

authorization policies (REQ 116, REQ117). 

5. The sensor nodes and control units of LED signs and traffic lights are limited in available resources. 

The implemented system has to consider that (REQ 132). 
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3 Requirements analysis 

In this analysis of the requirements only the main requirements for the platform and for each use case will be 

exhibited. Within each section, the requirements will be grouped by category, and each of them will have the 

rationale, the ID, the priority and the description like the example bellow. 

Category 

Rationale 

ID [Priority]: Description. 

 

The requirements priorities were established using three levels, low, medium and high, for each will be used 

the letters L, M and H, correspondingly. 

3.1 Platform Requirements 

Discovery, Look-up 

Augmented entities are the core concept proposed for IoT and to enable applications that do not have to be a-

priori configured for a fixed set of augmented entities, discovery at runtime must be possible. 

REQ36 [H]: The IoT system must enable the dynamic discovery of relevant virtual entities and their related 

services based on respective specifications. 

 

Geographic location is one of the most important aspects for finding relevant Virtual Entities (VEs). Spatial 

relations are of prime importance in the physical world. 

REQ37 [H]: The IoT system must enable the dynamic discovery of relevant Virtual Entities and their 

related services based on a geographical location scope. 

 

It is important to find the services related to a VE that may provide information about the VE, allow 

actuating the VE or enabling interaction with the VE. 

REQ38 [H]: The IoT system must enable the lookup of service descriptions of specified services for an 

Virtual Entities with the VE identifier as key for the lookup. 

 

Applications, Services, Privacy 

The information to be processed may be privacy-relevant. 

REQ131 [H]: The IoT system has to ensure that processing of information takes place on trusted nodes. 

 

IoT devices and the IoT environment is often resource-constraint. 

REQ132 [H]: The IoT system should optimize the processing of information with respect to a cost function, 

e.g. communication, computation, energy, etc. 

 

Security, Privacy 

If an emergency is reliably detected authorized people should get access to additional information. 

REQ133 [H]: The IoT system should support context-aware access policies. 
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3.2 Smart Energy Management Requirements 

Security 

Unmodified data is required to avoid errors in the services. 

REQ13 [H]: Integrity of communications must be supported. 

 

Unauthorized actuation or data request are a threat to security and privacy. Security must start in the end 

points. 

REQ77 [H]: Authentication of user or service shall be carried out by devices before delivering data. 

 

Security, Privacy 

To enable privacy and security. 

REQ19 [H]: User anonymity must be ensured at communication level. 

 

This addresses privacy by putting the control in the hands of the data owners (or certain external groups). 

REQ34 [H]: Data owners should be able to set access-control rights/ policies (set up by data owners) to 

their data stored on resources. 

 

Personal data or business data could leak and jeopardize privacy. 

REQ63 [H]: Communicated data shall remain confidential. 

 

In order to preserve privacy and support data protection regulation. 

REQ123 [H]: User's data shall be processed only with the user's consent. 

 

In order to preserve privacy and the control of data by its owner. 

REQ128 [H]: User shall have the right to transfer his personal data from a service to another. 

 

Storage 

In order to keep all the information gathered from sensors and users in a secure environment. 

REQ84 [M]: SMARTIE shall provide a secure storage resource. 

3.3 Public Transportation Scenario Requirements 

Security 

This feature is needed for testing purposes and for enabling logging functions. 

REQ20 [M]: Time stamps should be supported. 
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In order to avoid malware installation. 

REQ70 [H]: Applications (on smartphone for example) shall be signed and checked. 

 

Smartphones or devices can be tampered with leading to disclosure of their cryptographic material. 

REQ80 [H]: Devices shall be protected against tampering. 

 

Security, Privacy 

This feature is needed to ensure the privacy of user in particular when communicating personal data or 

tracking is possible. 

REQ61 [H]: User or device shall be anonymised (or identified by a pseudonym). 

 

Personal data could leak and jeopardize privacy. 

REQ63 [H]: Communicated data shall remain confidential. 

 

In case of server hacking private data must still be safe. 

REQ81 [H]: Personal data in servers shall be ciphered by a private key. 

 

Privacy 

The tracking of items and then people raise the problem of privacy. 

REQ47 [H]: The identifier of the device (ID of an RFID tag or MAC address of Wireless Sensor for 

example) must not be tracked by unauthorized entities. 

 

Location, Privacy 

This feature is useful for services supporting IoT mobility, but privacy needs to be considered. 

REQ23 [M]: Location reporting should be supported. 

 

Resolution, Look-up, Location 

In order to get in touch with something or someone. 

REQ68 [H]: SMARTIE shall be able to discover devices or people close to a location. 

 

Discovery, Look-up 

Needed for fulfilling security requests of stakeholders. Derived from BRIDGE requirement: "A broad set of 

data from enterprise applications MAY be requested depending on context, industry, application, etc". 

REQ31 [H]: The look-up service of SMARTIE shall withhold or grant information depending on context 

such as application involved, requesting entity, and security permissions. 

 

Communication, Discovery, Look-up 
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To offer location-based services efficiently to users without the need for central services. 

REQ25 [M]: Discovery and lookup service of IoT systems shall allow locating the physical entities based 

on geographical parameters. 

 

Communication, Storage 

Devices may send different types of information. 

REQ94 [H]: Storage server shall support multimedia file formats (audio, video, images). 

 

Communication, Storage 

In order to keep all the information gathered from sensors and users in a secure environment. 

REQ84 [M]: SMARTIE shall provide a secure storage resource. 

3.4 Traffic Management Scenario Requirements 

Applications, Services, Privacy 

IoT devices and the IoT environment is often resource-constraint. 

REQ132 [M]: The IoT system should optimize the processing of information with respect to a cost function, 

e.g. communication, computation, energy, etc. 

 

Security, Privacy 

In order to protect data and access to actuation services. 

REQ62 [H]: User or device shall be authorized to use a service. 

 

Personal data could leak and jeopardize privacy. 

REQ63 [H]: Communicated data shall remain confidential. 

 

In order to avoid unauthorized access to data. 

REQ69 [M]: Objects shall authenticate a person or object that try to access its data. 

 

Unauthorized actuation or data request are a threat to security and privacy. Security must start in the end 

points. 

REQ77 [H]: Authentication of user or service shall be carried out by devices before delivering data. 

 

To protect information and services against impersonation threats and to enable accountability. 

REQ82 [H]: Authentication of a user shall be carried out to access to a service. 
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Data at Rest needs to be protected against attacker circumventing access control. 

REQ84 [H]: Secure storage of data shall be ensured. 

 

In order to preserve security. 

REQ104 [M]: Notifications shall be confidential. 

 

Security 

Unmodified data is required to avoid errors in the services. 

REQ13 [H]: Integrity of communications must be supported. 

 

To ensure fault tolerant service operation. 

REQ14 [H]: IOT/Gateway integrity check must be supported. 

 

This feature is needed for testing purposes and for enabling logging functions. 

REQ20 [M]: Time stamps should be supported. 

 

This addresses privacy by putting the control in the hands of the data owners (or certain external groups). 

REQ34 [M]: Data owners should be able to set access-control rights/ policies (set up by data owners) to 

their data stored on resources. 

 

Access control policies themselves, if known, can give away information. 

REQ35 [M]: Access-control rights/ policies (set up by data owners) shall not be published publicly. 

 

The user shall be known by an ID. 

REQ59 [M]: User or device shall be registered before using the service. 

 

In order to aggregate data concerning this user or device. 

REQ60 [M]: User or device shall be identified. 

 

Different levels of access rights can be required for a service. 

REQ83 [H]: User shall be authorized to access a service. 

 

In order to avoid repudiation. 

REQ90 [H]: Services shall maintain a log of the operations done by users. This log shall not be modifed by 

attackers. 
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To ensure security. 

REQ116 [M]: SMARTIE shall be able to evaluate access request depending on access control policies. 

 

To ensure security. 

REQ117 [H]: SMARTIE shall provide an authorization policy to service for the different users or devices. 

 

Communication, Security 

To convey the feature to user services. 

REQ15 [H]: Continuous connectivity should be supported when possible. 

 

Road users and energy providers want to avoid shortages/blackouts. 

REQ58 [H]: SMARTIE shall provide ways to ensure resilience. 

 

Communication 

This feature may be needed by the internal logic of particular type IOTs. 

REQ16 [M]: Confirm messages should be supported when needed. 

 

Storage 

In order to keep all the information gathered from sensors and users in a secure environment. 

REQ84 [M]: SMARTIE shall provide a secure storage resource. 

 

Trust, Reputation 

Not to be tracked. 

REQ87 [H]: User shall not be able to discover items from whom he is not member. 
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4 Summary of Requirements 

This section summarizes the requirements in table format, organized by category. 

 

Table 1 – Summary of Requirements per group 

Discovery, Look-up 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ25 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

M
ed

iu
m

 

Discovery and lookup service of IoT systems shall 

allow locating the physical entities based on 

geographical parameters. 

Confirms our present plan of 

having some geographical 

representation. To offer location-

based services efficiently to users. 

This requirement is derived from 

SmartProducts (SP) requirement 

"A SmartProduct should be able 

to locate another SmartProduct in 

the same environment w.r.t. their 

environment". Without the need 

for central services. 

REQ31 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

The look-up service of SMARTIE shall withhold or 

grant information depending on context such as 

application involved, requesting entity, and security 

permissions. 

Needed for fulfilling security 

requests of stakeholders. Derived 

from BRIDGE requirement: "A 

broad set of data from enterprise 

applications MAY be requested 

depending on context, industry, 

application, etc." 

REQ36 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

The IoT system must enable the dynamic discovery 

of relevant virtual entities and their related services 

based on respective specifications. 

Augmented entities are the core 

concept proposed for IoT and to 

enable applications that do not 

have to be a-priori configured for 

a fixed set of augmented entities, 

discovery at runtime must be 

possible. 

REQ37 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

The IoT system must enable the dynamic discovery 

of relevant Virtual Entities and their related services 

based on a geographical location scope. 

Geographic location is one of the 

most important aspects for finding 

relevant VEs. Spatial relations are 

of prime importance in the 

physical world. 

REQ38 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

The IoT system must enable the lookup of service 

descriptions of specified services for Virtual Entities 

with the VE identifier as key for the lookup. 

It is important to find the services 

related to a VE that may provide 

information about the VE, allow 

actuating the VE or enabling 

interaction with the VE. 

 

Applications, Services, Privacy 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ131 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

The IoT system has to ensure that processing of 

information takes place on trusted nodes. 

The information to be processed 

may be privacy-relevant. 

REQ132 

N
o

n
 

fu
n

ctio
n

al 

M
ed

iu
m

 

The IoT system should optimize the processing of 

information with respect to a cost function, e.g. 

communication, computation, energy, etc. 

IoT devices and the IoT 

environment is often resource-

constraint. 
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Security, Privacy 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ19 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

User anonymity must be ensured at 

communication level. 
to enable privacy & security 

REQ34 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Data owners should be able to set access-control 

rights/ policies (set up by data owners) to their 

data stored on resources. 

This addresses privacy by putting 

the control in the hands of the 

data owners (or certain external 

groups). 

REQ61 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

User or device shall be anonymised (or 

identified by a pseudonym). 

In order to ensure the privacy of 

user in particular when 

communicating personal data or 

tracking is possible. 

REQ62 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

User or device shall be authorized to use a 

service. 

In order to protect data and 

access to actuation services. 

REQ63 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Communicated data shall remain confidential. 

Personal data or business data 

could leak and jeopardize 

privacy. 

REQ69 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

M
ed

iu
m

 
Objects shall authenticate a person or object that 

try to access its data. 

In order to avoid unauthorized 

access to object data. 

REQ77 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Authentication of user or service shall be carried 

out by devices before delivering data. 

Unauthorized actuation or data 

request are a threat to security 

and privacy. Security must start 

in the end points. 

REQ81 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Personal data in servers shall be ciphered by a 

private key. 

In case of server hacking private 

data are must still be 

confidential. 

REQ82 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Authentication of user shall be carried out to 

access to a service. 

To protect information and 

services against impersonation 

threats and to enable 

accountability. 

REQ84 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Secure storage of data shall be ensured. 

Data at Rest needs to be 

protected against attacker 

circumventing access control. 

REQ104 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

M
ed

iu
m

 

Notifications shall be confidential. In order to preserve security. 
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REQ123 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

User's data shall be processed only with the 

user's consent. 

In order to preserve privacy and 

support data protection 

regulation. 

REQ128 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

User shall have the right to transfer his personal 

data from a service to another. 

In order to preserve privacy and 

the control of data by its owner. 

REQ133 

N
o

n
 

fu
n

ctio
n

al 

H
ig

h
 

The IoT system should support context-aware 

access policies. 

If an emergency is reliably 

detected authorized people 

should get access to additional 

information. 

 

 

Privacy 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ47 

N
o

n
 

fu
n

ctio
n

al 

H
ig

h
 

The identifier of the device (ID of an RFID tag 

or MAC address of Wireless Sensor for 

example) must not be tracked by unauthorized 

entities. 

The tracking of items and then 

people raise the problem of 

privacy. 

 

Location, Privacy 
 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ23 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

M
ed

iu
m

 
Location reporting should be supported. 

This feature is useful for services 

supporting IoT mobility, but 

privacy needs to be considered. 

 

Security 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ13 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Integrity of communications must be supported. 
Unmodified data is required to 

avoid errors in the services. 

REQ14 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

IOT/Gateway integrity check must be supported. 
To ensure fault tolerant service 

operation. 

REQ20 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

M
ed

iu
m

 

Time stamps should be supported. 

This feature is needed for testing 

purposes and for enabling logging 

functions. 

REQ35 

C
o

n
strain

t 

M
ed

iu
m

 

Access-control rights/ policies (set up by data 

owners) shall not be published publicly. 

Access control policies 

themselves, if known, can give 

away information. 
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REQ59 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

User or device shall be registered before using 

the service. 
The user shall be known by an ID. 

REQ60 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

User or device shall be identified. 
In order to aggregate data 

concerning this user or device. 

REQ70 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Applications (on smartphone for example) shall 

be signed and checked. 

In order to avoid malware 

installation. 

REQ80 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Devices shall be protected against tampering. 

Smartphones or devices, sensor 

can be tampered with leading to 

and can disclosure of their 

cryptographic material. 

REQ83 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

User shall be authorized to access a service. 

Different levels of access rights 

can be required to access a 

service. 

REQ90 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Services shall maintain a log of the operations 

done by users. This log shall not be modified by 

attackers. 

In order to avoid repudiation.  

REQ116 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

M
ed

iu
m

 

SMARTIE shall be able to evaluate access 

request depending on access control policies. 
To ensure security. 

REQ117 
F

u
n

ctio
n

al 

H
ig

h
 

SMARTIE shall provide an authorization policy 

to service for the different users or devices. 
To ensure security. 

 

Communication, Security 
 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ15 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Continuous connectivity should be supported 

when possible. 

To convey the feature to user 

services. 

REQ58 

N
o

n
 

fu
n

ctio
n

al 

H
ig

h
 

SMARTIE shall provide ways to ensure 

resilience. 

Road users and energy providers 

want to avoid 

shortages/blackouts. 
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Trust, Reputation 
 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ87 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

M
ed

iu
m

 

User shall not be able to discover items from 

whom he is not member. 
Not to be tracked. 

 

Resolution, Look-up, Location 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ68 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

SMARTIE shall be able to discover devices or 

people close to a location. 

In order to get in touch with 

something or someone. 

 

Communication, storage 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ94 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

H
ig

h
 

Storage server shall support multimedia file 

formats (audio, video, images). 

Devices may send different types 

of information. 

 

Communication 

ID Type Prio Description Rationale 

REQ16 

F
u

n
ctio

n
al 

M
ed

iu
m

 

Confirm messages should be supported when 

needed. 

This feature may be needed by 

the internal logic of particular 

type IOTs. 
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5 Conclusion 

This document presents the identification and gathering of the security related requirements for the IoT 

platform that will be the basis of the SMARTIE project. 

The main focus was on requirements concerning the security and privacy of the data, as well as the 

trustworthiness of the platform as a whole. Yet, also non-functional requirements concerning the application 

scope and performance were considered. 

We avoided repeating the process of requirements gathering by building on top of IoT-A project 

requirements. Thereafter, by analyzing the set of use cases defined for this project, specific requirements for 

each one of them were extracted and analyzed. Finally, the gathered general and specific requirements were 

analyzed together, refined and some of them were discarded. 

The requirements were collected based on the identified requirements and ranked in order to identify the 

priority challenges that can be fulfilled within the scope and budget of this project. 

Note that this document does preclude that new requirements and/or challenges will be identified further 

along as the project (and society) evolves. Given the scope of the project, it is possible that either by market 

evolution, technology and standardization changes, or simply by the synergistic exploitation of technologies, 

new challenges may appear. We trust however that this document is complete enough for acting as a stable 

reference for the future project development. 
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6 Annex 

This section presents the entire list of requirements, collected from other projects and from SMARTIE 

specific requirements. The entire list was taken into account to formulate this document.  

 
Requirements 

ID Description 

REQ1 

The M2M communication layer of the gateway component must appear to the user 

uniform in terms of functions programming and abstract in terms of heterogeneous 

network functions support.  

REQ2 The gateway must support message delivery for sleeping devices. 

REQ3 Delivery modes anycast, unicast, multicast and broadcast must be supported. 

REQ4 Message transmission scheduling should be supported. 

REQ5 Message communication path selection should be possible for IOTs and user services. 

REQ6 Communication with devices behind a M2M gateway must be supported. 

REQ7 Communication failure notification should be present. 

REQ8 Scalability must be supported. 

REQ9 IOTs functions heterogeneity must be conveyed in an abstract way to user services. 

REQ10 M2M Service Capabilities discovery and registration must be supported. 

REQ11 Functions for trusted applications must be supported. 

REQ12 IOTs mobility should be supported when it is possible. 
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REQ13 Integrity of communications must be supported. 

REQ14 IOT/Gateway integrity check must be supported. 

REQ15 Continuous connectivity should be supported when possible. 

REQ16 Confirm messages should be supported when needed. 

REQ18 Logging functions should be supported. 

REQ19 User anonymity must be ensured at communication level. 

REQ20 Time stamps should be supported. 

REQ21 Device/Gateway must be robust to failures. 

REQ22 Radio transmission activity indication and control mechanism should be present. 

REQ23 Location reporting should be supported. 

REQ24 Support of multiple M2M Applications must be supported. 

REQ25 
Discovery and lookup service of IoT systems shall allow locating the physical entities 

based on geographical parameters. 

REQ26 A geographical location attribute shall exist for Virtual Entities. 

REQ27 
SMARTIE shall support a standardized location model and location-information 

representation. 

REQ28 
SMARTIE shall support a hybrid location model, that is, it shall support symbolic 

coordinates as well as local and global geometric coordinates. 
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REQ29 
The location model shall allow programmers to add new coordinate reference systems 

and shall support the transformation of coordinates among them. 

REQ30 
The discovery service of the system shall enable the implementation of the following 

queries: position queries, navigational queries, and range queries. 

REQ31 
The look-up service of SMARTIE shall withhold or grant information depending on 

context such as application involved, requesting entity, and security permissions. 

REQ32 
Services (and information providing services) connected with the IoT system can 

indicate what information can be found by a Discovery/Look-up service. 

REQ33 Clients requesting data via the Discovery/Lookup services shall be uniquely identifiable. 

REQ34 
Data owners should be able to set access-control rights/ policies (set up by data owners) 

to their data stored on resources. 

REQ35 Access-control rights/ policies (set up by data owners) shall not be published publicly. 

REQ36 
The IoT system must enable the dynamic discovery of relevant virtual entities and their 

related services based on respective specifications. 

REQ37 
The IoT system must enable the dynamic discovery of relevant Virtual Entities and their 

related services based on a geographical location scope. 

REQ38 
The IoT system must enable the lookup of service descriptions of specified services for 

an Virtual Entities with the VE identifier as key for the lookup. 

REQ39 The IoT system must enable the resolution of service identifiers to service locators. 

REQ40 
The IoT system must be able to discover dynamic associations between Virtual Entities 

and services related to the Virtual Entities. 

REQ41 
The IoT system must be able to track dynamic associations between a Virtual Entity  and 

services related to the VE to determine whether they are still valid. 

REQ42 
The IoT system must be able to discover dynamic associations based on geographic 

location and other context information. 

REQ43 
The IoT system must be able to track dynamic associations between a virtual entity and 

services based on geographic loaction to determine whether they are still valid. 
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REQ44 
The IoT system shall enable the discovery and lookup of associations across multiple 

administrative domains. 

REQ45 
The IoT system must provide privacy protection for users accessing information about 

physical entities or services. 

REQ46 The device must not be activated without the consent of the owner. 

REQ47 
The identifier of the device (ID of an RFID tag or MAC address of Wireless Sensor for 

example) must not be tracked by unauthorized entities. 

REQ48 
SMARTIE system shall be able to run applications and services in an interoperable 

manner. 

REQ49 Devices shall be able to be remotely controlled and configured. 

REQ50 SMARTIE shall support user-initiated communication. 

REQ51 
SMARTIE system shall support real-time monitoring of radio usage of devices and 

gateways. 

REQ52 
SMARTIE system shall support time-critical message handling and delivery on a second 

time scale. 

REQ53 SMARTIE system shall support prioritization of services. 

REQ54 SMARTIE system shall provide a message-prioritization mechanism. 

REQ55 
SMARTIE system shall provide a resolution infrastructure for naming, addressing and 

assignment of virtual entities and services. 

REQ56 System shall enable the planning of (automated) tasks. 

REQ57 SMARTIE system shall enable the retrieval of the self-description of things. 

REQ58 Shall provide ways to ensure resilience. 
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REQ59 User or device shall be registered before using the service. 

REQ60 User or device shall be identified. 

REQ61 User or device shall be anonymised (or identified by a pseudonym). 

REQ62 User or device shall be authorized to use a service. 

REQ63 Communicated data shall remain confidential. 

REQ64 Human interfaces shall be adapted to disabled people. 

REQ65 
SMARTIE shall provide a resource with the functionality of modelling all information 

coming from sensors. 

REQ66 Authentication of user shall not enable tracking for unauthorized person. 

REQ67 SMARTIE shall provide storage resource. 

REQ68 SMARTIE shall be able to discover devices or people close to a location. 

REQ69 Objects shall authenticate person or object that try to access its data. 

REQ70 Applications (on smartphone for example) shall be signed and checked. 

REQ71 
User shall be able to assess trust and reputation of people or devices that try to get in 

touch with him. 

REQ72 User shall be warned when a device or a person or a service try to track him. 

REQ73 
User shall to be able to filter people who are not in his bubble of trust and who try to get 

location data or other private information. 
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REQ74 
Composition of bubble of trust shall be confidential and only accessible by members of 

the bubble of trust. 

REQ75 User shall be able to track his data. 

REQ76 Pseudonyms shall be refreshed frequently. 

REQ77 Authentication of user or service shall be carried out by devices before delivering data. 

REQ78 Authentication of devices shall be carried out by the user. 

REQ79 Unlinkability between different actions of the same device. 

REQ80 Devices shall be protected against tampering. 

REQ81 Personal data in servers shall be ciphered by a private key. 

REQ82 Authentication of user shall be carried out to access to a service. 

REQ83 User shall be authorized to access a service. 

REQ84 Secure storage of data shall be ensured. 

REQ85 The user shall have the possibility to change his pseudonym when he wants. 

REQ86 Devices shall provide means to be discovered. 

REQ87 User shall not be able to discover items from whom he is not member. 

REQ88 Member shall be able to enter a new bubble of trust. 
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REQ89 Users shall be able to choose if they want to be discovered (thanks to his devices). 

REQ90 
Services shall maintain a log of the operations done by users. This log shall not be 

modified by attackers. 

REQ91 User shall provide a valid trust and reputation assessment. 

REQ92 When personal data leave a bubble of trust, the owner shall be informed. 

REQ93 User shall be able to avoid that personal data leaving his bubble of trust. 

REQ94 Storage server shall support multimedia file formats (audio, video, images). 

REQ95 The status of a statement of an incidence shall be followed by the user who initiates it. 

REQ96 SMARTIE shall provide instant messaging. 

REQ97 Modelling of data shall be common. 

REQ98 Owners of virtual entities shall be known. 

REQ99 Owners shall register the virtual entities of the objects they want to share. 

REQ100 SMARTIE shall provide a dashboard to the user. 

REQ101 Data of virtual entities shall be shared between users. 

REQ102 
User shall be able to associate data of different sensors to generate an alarm on his 

dashboard. 

REQ103 User profile and virtual entity management shall be supported. 
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REQ104 Notifications shall be confidential. 

REQ105 User shall be notified of an event. 

REQ106 Registered users shall have access only to publicly available data. 

REQ107 The context shall be able to change the privacy policies. 

REQ108 Privacy policies shall be properly formalized and checked. 

REQ109 SMARTIE shall be able to capture the context of the user. 

REQ110 The context of the user shall be private information. 

REQ111 Context of the user shall not be used without the consent of the user. 

REQ112 User shall be informed in real time if a service or other people uses his context. 

REQ113 Notifications shall be done via SMS or email. 

REQ114 SMARTIE shall provide a mechanism to assess trust and reputation of users and devices. 

REQ115 Users shall be able to specify their access control preferences. 

REQ116 SMARTIE shall be able to evaluate access request depending on access control policies. 

REQ117 
SMARTIE shall provide an authorization policy to service for the different users or 

devices. 

REQ118 SMARTIE shall be able to do data mining. 
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REQ119 Virtual entities directory shall be provided. 

REQ120 Secure links between two smartphone (P2P) shall be provided. 

REQ121 Secure mechanisms to deploy cryptographic keys shall be provided. 

REQ122 SMARTIE shall provide pattern recognition means. 

REQ123 User's data shall be processed only with the user's consent. 

REQ124 Personal data shall only be processed for specified explicit and legitimate purpose. 

REQ125 User shall be able to have access to his personal data processed by a service. 

REQ126 User shall be able to change personal data processed by a service. 

REQ127 
User shall have a right to be forgotten, it shall be possible for the user to ask a complete 

deletion of his personal data processed by a service. 

REQ128 User shall have the right to transfer his personal data from a service to another. 

REQ129 
Service shall explain the user how his data are processed with easy-to-understand 

information. 

REQ130 Services shall inform users about data breaches without undue delay. 

REQ131 The IoT system has to ensure that processing of information takes place on trusted nodes. 

REQ132 
The IoT system should optimize the processing of information with respect to a cost 

function, e.g. communication, computation, energy, etc. 

REQ133 The IoT system should support context-aware access policies. 
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